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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Classifying individuals by race is an arbitrary way 

of categorizing them since so little information is gained 

about their character or personality. However, if a 

person learns that members of a certain group are stupid, 

smart, dirty, clean, lazy or hard working, they will 

respond to these people as if they possessed the charac

teristics ascribed to the group (Baron, Byrne, & Griffitt, 

1974). These racial attitudes and biases are established 

very early in the life of an individual (Clark & Clark, 

1940). Since the most salient racial division is between 

Blacks and Whites, studies investigating the formation 

of racial attitudes in the United States were for the most 

part confined to Blacks. It was not until recently that 

attitudes toward other races began being investigated. 

Like the Blacks, there is evidence that the Chicanos or 

Mexican-Americans are victims of prejudice and discrimina

tion. Chicanos constitute the second largest minority in 

the United States, and as a minority group, is the most 

disadvantaged socially and economically (Bernat & Balch, 

1979). The evaluation of white as good and clean, and 
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the evaluation of dark as bad and dirty are part of the 

American culture. It is within this culture that dark

skinned children grow up and find their place (Werner 

& Evans, 1968). The limited studies regarding Chicano 

children have had a broad range of results, which sug-

2 

gest that further research in this area is needed. These 

studies, however, do point to the problem of prejudice 

in very young children and the necessity for some type 

of preventive measure to remediate these attitudes 

(Werner & Evans, 1968; Teplin, 1976). 

Purpose of the Study 

The overall purpose of the study was to ascertain 

the racial perceptions of three-and four-year-old Chicano 

and Anglo children as measured by the Chicano Racial 

Attitude Measure (CRAM). The specific purposes of this 

study were: 

1. To investigate the racial attitudes of Chicano 

preschoolers towards their own ethnic group. 

2. To investigate the racial attitudes of Anglo 

preschoolers towards Chicanos. 

Hypothesis 

The following hypothesis was examined: 
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That no significant difference will be found for 

racial attitudes toward Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure, according to each of the 

following variables: 

1. Sex 

2. Race 

3. Age 

4. Language preferred by Chicanos 

Definitions 

The following definitions are presented to aid the 

reader: 

1. Chicanos - refers to American citizens of 

Mexican origin; also referred to as Mexican-Americans. 

2. Anglos - Caucasian inhabitants of the United 

States that do not belong to the Latin, Oriental, or 

Indian races. 

3. Racial Attitude - A mental state toward a fact 

or state reiating to or based on a race (Webster's Seventh 

New Collegiate Dictionary, 1976). 

4. CRAM - refers to the Chicano Racial Attitude 

Measure developed by Gloria Bernat and Philip Balch. 

5. Child Care Council - A non-profit United Way 
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agency~ It was organized in 1969 and serves as a direct 

provider of Day Care Services for 374 children at five 

locations in the greater Houston area. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The review of the literature focused on racial 

attitude as it relates to three main areas of interest: 

{a) early studies of racial attitudes conducted in the 

United States and follow-up studies; (b) recent studies of 

racial attitudes of and toward Chicanos; and {c) studies 

of preventive education programs in the preschool years. 

Early Studies of Racial Attitudes 

Conducted in the United States 

Broom and Selznick (1977, p. 443) defined race as 

"the difference between people based upon inherited 

characteristics, such as skin color." Mary E .. Goodman 

(1952) concluded that a child is able to develop a con

sciousness of self by the age of three. At the age of 

four the child is capable of prejudging an individual on 

the bases of his or her race. Goodman believed that the 

child goes from a low level of awareness of race from the 

age of three to a high level of awareness at age four. 

She therefore believed that racial awareness is a partial 

function of age (Werner & Evans, 1968). 

5 
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Since thel900's, empirical investigations have been 

conducted which reveal complex patterns of ethnic rela

tions in the United States. Various designs have been 

employed for investigating ethnic attitudes and pre

ferences such as (a} verbal attitude surveys as measured 

by ranking scales; (b) preferences of photographs of 

individuals from varied ethnicities; (c} selection of 

dolls of different skin and hair colors; (d} personality 

assessment devices for cross-ethnic comparisons; (e} ana

lysis of sociometric interactions (Brand, Padilla, & 

Ruiz, 1974). 

Early research studies were to a large extent con

fined to racial attitudes of and toward Blacks. The 

most consistent pattern in these studies was the choosing 

of white experimental stimuli by both Anglo and Black 

children (Clark & Clark, 1940; Stevenson & Stewart, 

1958; Goodman, 1952). Asher and Allen (1969) in their 

review of the literature found that these basic results 

were true for both northern and southern Anglos and 

Blacks, regardless of whether they were integrated or 

segregated. 

Morland (1958) concluded that the child's ability to 

recognize race progresses regularly with age and that if 

develops more rapidly during the fourth year. In this 
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study Anglo ch~ldren scored higher than Blacks on a racial 

self-recognition test. Taylor (1966) found that the older 

the child is, the more likely he or she was to possess 

negative attitudes toward Blacks. Black children accepted 

these stereotypes to a very high degree. It was also 

found that the higher the socioeconomic status the more 

likely it was that the child would possess negative 

stereotypes of Blacks. Intelligence was found not to 

affect the child's racial stereotypes. 

Recent studies of racial attitudes toward Blacks 

have revealed a shift, Black children are more often 

choosing the black experimental stimuli (Teplin, 1976; 

Goldstein, Koopman, & Goldstein, 1979). This signifies 

a decrease in the Black child's rejection of his or her 

own race (Teplin, 1976). Kircher and Furby (1971) found 

that both Anglo and Black four-year-olds showed a signi

ficant preference for white skin, but that by age five 

the Black child did not evidence such preference. Kircher 

and Furby (1971) believed these findings to be the result 

of sociopolitical movements such as the "Black is beauti

ful" movement. The Black child by the age of five may 

have had considerable contact with this movement, thus 

affecting his or her self-image and respect for his or 

her own race. 



Recent Studies of Racial Attitudes 

of and Toward Chicanos 
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Until recently, a neglected area of research has been 

the perception of racial attitudes of and toward Chicanos. 

Recent studies have expanded to include not only Chicanos 

but also Indians, Jewish and other minority groups (Brand, 

et. al., 1974). Although there are limited studies 

regarding Chicanos there exist a broad range of results. 

Johnson (1950) studied four-, . eight-, and 12-year

olds with regard to the origin and development of Spanish 

attitudes toward the Anglo, and vice versa. Results 

showed four-year-old Anglo children to be more biased 

against Spanish children than were the Spanish children 

toward the Anglos. Johnson (1950) concluded that this 

may be the result of less exposure of the Anglo child to 

the Spanish child. The origin of Spanish children's 

racial attitudes appeared at three-and-one-half years 

while the origin of the Anglo children's racial attitudes 

appeared'before this time. The Spanish children had the 

greatest amount of growth in development of racial atti

tudes from ages four - eight years, while the greatest 

amount of growth in racial attitudes for the Anglos was 

from eight - 12 years. 
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Werner and Evans (1968) concluded that ethnic 

identification decreases among Chicanos as age increases. 

Linda A. Teplin (1976) found that Chicano children chose 

pictures of children from their own ethnic group less than 

did either the Anglo or Black children. The Chicano 

children preferred pictures of the Anglo child. Teplin 

(1976) compared the Chicano children in her study to the 

Black children of 10 to 20 years ago. 

Brand et. al. (1974) who studied second and fifth 

graders in Kansas City, found that Blacks chose their own 

ethnic group more than did the Chicanos or Anglos. The 

Chicano children in turn had more of their own ethnic 

group preference than did the Anglo children. 

Bernat and Balch (1979) tested 120 elementary school 

children using the Chicano Racial Attitude Measure. The 

results showed a significant pro-Anglo and anti-Chicano 

bias by both the Anglo and the Chicano children. Bernat 

and Balch's (1981) study of 96 seven- and eight-year-old 

second grade Chicano children using the same instrument, 

again, showed significant pro-Anglo, anti-Chicano bias. 

In contrast to these studies, Rice, Ruiz, and Padilla 

(1974) found that ethnic identification increased among 

the Chicano subjects as age increased. In general, these 

studies pointed to the problem of prejudice in very young 



children and the necessity for preventive education 

programs in the pre-school years. 

Studies of Preventive Education Programs 

in the Preschool Years 
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Crooks (1970), in his study to determine the effects 

of an interracial preschool program upon racial attitudes, 

found that Black children showed greater own-color 

preference than children without such an experience. 

Anglo children who experienced this program showed greater 

Black preference than Anglo children without such an 

experience. 

Goldstein, et. al. (1979), found that interracial 

classrooms had a great influence on the children's 

attitude toward the minority race. There was an increased 

preference and acceptance of Blacks by both Anglos and 

Blacks. Segregated classrooms seem to instill prejudiced 

perceptions of the other race. 

Studies employing conditioning strategies (McMurtry 

& Williams, 1972; Parish & Fleetwood, 1975; and Best, 

Smith, Graves, & Williams, 1975) to modify racial atti

tudes resulted in positive attitudinal changes towards 

Blacks. Best, et. al. (1975) follow-up study showed that 

pro-Anglo bias and anti-Black bias were reinstated after 

a year, but were of less intensity than for those who 
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had not participated in this study. 

Asher and Allen (1969) supported a social comparison 

model. They believed that enhanced economic status of a 

minority group will not necessarily lead to greater racial 

pride. They offer involvement in social and political 

group activities as a possible answer to changes in self

image and the development of racial pride. 

Summary 

Studies regarding racial attitudes began in the early 

twentieth century. 

confined to Blacks. 

These early studies were primarily 

A significant percentage of both 

Anglo and Black children in these studies chose the white 

stimuli. Recent follow-up studies suggest that there is 

a reversal of this trend among the Black children. 

Studies involving racial attitudes of and toward 

Chicanos have had a broad range of results, but the 

majority of these do suggest prejudicial attitudes in very 

young children of both races. Preventive education pro

grams such as interracial preschoolers, studies employing 

conditioning strategies and the social and political 

involvement of minority groups have led to more positive 

acceptance of minority groups by themselves and by others. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

Selection of the Subjects 

The subjects of this study were lower middle class 

Anglo and Chicano preschoolers attending five day care 

centers in Houston. Three were Child Care Council day 

care centers and twowereday care centers in the West 

End area of Houston. 

The total population of this study consisted of 56 

children: 14 male Anglo children, 14 female Anglo chil-

dren, 14 male Chicano children, and 14 female Chicano 

children. The testing was conducted at the day care 

centers during the months of February and March, 1982. 

Methodology 

Parents of all three- and four-year-old preschool 

qhildren attending the five selected day care centers in 

Houston were sent cover letters that explained the 

research, assured anonymity and encouraged them to parti-

cipate in this study. The day care centers were hence

forth labelled day cere center A through day care 

center E. A consen·-:. form was included with each letter. 

Parents were requested to sign the consent form and return 

12 
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it to the day care center. 

The test, The Chicano Racial Attitude Measure (CRAM), 

a valid instrumenb developed by Gloria Bernat and Philip 

Balch (1979), designed to measure racial attitudes toward 

Chicanos by Chicanos and Anglos was used. This measure-

ment, was adopted from J.E. Williams (1971) instrument, 

Preschool Racial Attitude Measure, which is an indivi

dually-administered, picture story procedure designed to 

measure racial attitudes toward Blacks. The CRAM con

sisted of 36 color pictures, 24 of which were racial 

attitude pictures and 12 were sex role pictures. The 24 

racial attitude pictures depicted drawings of human 

figures which were identical except that the Chicano 

figures had large eyes, light brown skin, black hair and 

a slightly rounded face. The Anglo figures had a pinkish 

skin and blond hair. These pictures represented both 

sexes and a variety of age groups ranging from young 

children, teenagers, and old people. The figures were 

drawn in various positions: sitting, standing, and 

walking. The 12 sex-role item pictures each presented a 

male and female figure of the same age, and of the same 

race. Half of these pictures represented Anglo figures 

and ·the other half represented Chicano figures. A brief 

story accompanied each of the 36 pictures. The stories 
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that accompanied the racial attitude pictures each 

contained either a positive adjective or a negative 

adjective. The 12 positive adjectives were: clean, good, 

kind, nice, pretty, smart, friendly, happy, healthy, 

helpful, right, and wonderful. The 12 negative adjectives 

were: bad, dirty, mean, naughty, ugly, stupid, sad, 

selfish, sick, unfriendly, cruel, and wrong. 

Each child was tested individually, and based on the 

child's preference, the examination was conducted in 

either English or Spanish. The instructions that the 

examiner gave after establishing rapport were as follows: 

"What I have here are some pictures I'd like to show you, 

and stories to go with each one. I want you to help me 

by pointing to the person in each picture that the story 

is about." Time to administer the test was about 20 

minutes. The racial attitude (RA) score was determined by 

giving one point for a positive adjective matched with the 

Anglo picture and one point for the negative adjective 

matched with the picture of a Chicano. A sex-role (SR) 

score se~ved as a control. Williams (1971) reported that 

the sex-role scores serve as an index of general concep

tual development, which increases with age. 
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Analysis of Data 

A binomial distribution was used to measure how far 

above or below the midpoint of 12 the racial attitude 

answers must be to indicate a racial bias. A percentage 

distribution was made on the data of all 56 subjects to 

check the consistency of the Chicano and Anglo's responses 

to the 12 positive adjectives and to the 12 negative 

adjectives. 

An analysis of variance was used to examine the 

following hypothesis: 

That no significant difference would be found for 

racial attitudes towards Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure, according to each of the 

following variables: 

1. Sex 

2. Race 

3. Age 

4. Language preferred by Chicano. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Description of Subjects 

Table I presents a detailed description of 56 

preschoolers who served as subjects in this study. Fifty 

percent of the sample were females and 50% were males. 

Chicanos made up 50% of the sample while Anglos made up 

the other 50%. Approximately 54% were three year olds 

while the remaining 46% were four year olds. Among the 

Chicanos, 41% chose English as the language preferred 

and 59% chose Spanish as the language preferred. 

TABLE I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS 
 

Variable Classification Number 

Sex Male 28 
Female 28 

Race Chicano 28 
Anglo 28 

Age 3 year olds 30 
4 year olds 26 

Language Preferred English 13 
Among Chicanos Spanish 15 

16 

Percent 

50 
50 

50 
50 

54 
46 

41 
59 
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Racial Attitude (RA) Scores 

RA scores indicated that all groups had a trend 

toward a pro-Anglo, anti-Chicano bias. In Table _II, scores 

were classified into five groups: Definite Ch+A- bias, 

scores of 0-7; Probable Ch+A- bias, scores of 8-9; 

Nonbiased, scores of 10-14; Probable A+Ch- bias, scores 

of 15-16; Definite A+Ch- bias, scores of 17-24. Due to 

the binomial distribution, scores of 0-7 would occur by 

chance 3.3% of the time; scores of 8-9 would occur by 

chance 12.2% of the time; scores of 10-14 would occur by 

chance 69.0% of the time; scores of 15-16 would occur by 

chance 12.2% of the time; and scores of 17-24 w0uld occur 

by chance 3.3% of the time. 

Only 39.3% of the subjects were in the nonbiased 

groups as compared to the 69.0% chance expectancy. Sub

jects in the probable Anglo bias and definite Anglo bias 

made up 53.5% of the sample as compared to the 15.5% 

chance expectancy. Only 7.2% of the subjects were in the 

probable Chicano bias and •definite Chicano bias as com

pared to 15.5% chance expectancy. 

The remaining columns of Table II represent the 

percentage of subjects according to sex, race, age, and 

language preferred by Chicanos. 



TABLE II 

DISTRIBUTION OF RACIAL ATTITUDE SCORE.S 

(IN PERCENTAGES) CLASSIFIED INTO 

FOUR CATEGORIES 

Percentage Observed 

~A Score Chance Expectancy All 

18 

Language Preferred 
By Chicanos 

Range category Percentage Subject■ Male Female Chicano Anglo 3 4 English Spanish 

Definite 
17-24 A+<:H- Bias 

Probable 
15-16 . A+cH- BiH 

10-14 NonBiased 

0-7 

Probable 
CH+A- Bia■ 

Definite 
• CH+A- Biaa 

3.3 

12.2 

69.0 

12.2 

3.3 

35. 7 25.0 46.5 25.0 46.4 36.7 34 . 6 36.6 

17.8 15.0 10. 7 15.0 10. 7 16. 7 19.3 19.5 

39.3 46.4 32.1 39.l 39.3 40.0 38.5 36.6 

l.6 o.o 7.1 3.6 l.6 l.l l.8 4.9 

3.6 3.6 3.6 7.1 · 0.0 3.3 l.l 1.4 

Sex ·Ro"l'e (SR) scores 

The sex role score served as a control. Williams 

ll.3 

13.l 

46.7 

o.o 

6.7 

(1971) reported that the sex role score serves as an index 

of general conceptual development, which increases with 

age. Table III represents the percentage and frequency 
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distribution of sex role scores according to age of the 

respondent. Scores of nine or greater were achieved by 

76.8% of the sample. Scores of 11 or greater were achieved 

by 36.66% of the three year olds as compared to 57.69% of 

the four year olds. 

Score 

0-6 

7-8 

9-10 

11-12 

TABLE III 

PERCENTAGE AND FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 

OF SEX ROLE SCORES ACCORDING TO 

AGE OF THE RESPONDENT 

3 Year ·Olds 4 Year Olds 

Number Percent Number Percent 

1 3.34 1 3.85 

6 20.00 5 19.23 

12 40.00 5 19.23 

11 36.66 15 57.69 

Percentage Distribution of 24 

Evaluative Adjectives 

Al-1::Subjects 

Number Percent 

2 3.6 

11 19.6 

17 30.4 

26 46.4 

The 24 stories that accompanied the racial attitude 

pictures each contained either a positive or a negative 

adjective. Table IV lists the 12 positive adjectives in 



both English and Spanish. 
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Percentages of positive adjec-

tive responses toward Anglo figures were categorized 

according to age, sex, and race of the respondents. The 

following adjectives received the highest total percentage: 

nice - 71%, smart - 70%, good - 68%, and friendly - 68%. 

TABLE IV 

PERCENTAGES OF POSITIVE ADJECTIVE RESPONSES 

TOWARD ANGLO FIGURE ACCORDING TO AGE, 

SEX, RACE OF THE RESPONDENTS 

AGE ~ 

Positive Adjectives 3 year olds 4 year olds Male Female 

Kind Carinoso 60 58 71 46 

Friendly Amistoso 63 . 73 60 75 

Nice Amable 77 65. 60 82 

Healthy Saludable 50 50 50 so 

Clean Limpio 70 38 so 60 

Wonderful Marvavilloso 57 69 64 60 

Pretty B'onito 57 62 57 60 

Happy Feliz 73 so 60 64 

Good Buena 57 81 68 68 

Helpful Servicial 37 42 29 so 

Smart Inteligente 67 73 64 75 

Right Bien 57 62 68 so 

X Positive Adjectives 60.41 60.25 58.41 61. 66 

~ 

Chicanos Anglos 

64 54 

60 71 

68 71 

64 36 

so 60 

60 64 

54 64 

54 71 

64 71 

46 32 

71 68 

so 68 

58.75 60.83 
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Table V lists the 12 negative adjectives in both 

English and Spanish. Percentages of negative responses 

toward Chicano figures were categorized according to age, 

sex, and race of the respondents. The following adjec-

tives received the highest total percentage: stupid - 73%, 

mean - 73%, d~rty - 71%, ugly - 71%, and bad 70%. 

TABLE V 

PERCENTAGES OF NEGATIVE ADJECTIVE RESPONSES 

TOWARD CHICANO FIGURE ACCORDING TO AGE, 

SEX, RACE OF THE RESPONDENTS . 

~ ~ 

Negative Adjectives 3 year olds 4 year olds Hale Female 

Ugly fea 67 77 71 71 

Wrong En error 70 65 68 68 

Bad Halo 77 62 71 68 

Sad Triste 43 81 S7 64 

Stupid Tonto 83 62 71 75 

Selfish Egoista 63 62 64 60 

Naughty Tr.-vieso 50 62 so 60 

Cruel Cruel 73 62 S7 79 

Hean Oespreciable 70 77 71 7S 

Unfriendly Poco Amistoso 47 S4 43 57 

Dirty Sucio 67 77 71 71 

Sick Enferma 57 42 57 43 

x Negative Adjectives 63,91 65.24 62.58 65.91 

Examination of the Hypothesis 

Chicanos 

64 

71 

68 

54 

71 

57 

S4 

60 

68 

54 

68 

39 

60.66 

A one-way analysis of variance was utilized to 

~ 

Anglos 

79 

64 

71 

68 

7S 

68 

57 

75 

79 

46 

75 

60 

66.08 
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examine each hypothesis. Hesul ts indiccted th s .rc: w -:i ? no 

significant difference in racial attitudes toward Chicanos 

as measured by the Chicano Racial Attitude Measure, CRAM, 

according to each of the following variables: (1) sex, 

(2) race, (3) age, (4) language, preferred by Chicanos. 

1. There was no significant difference in racial 

attitudes toward Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure according to 

sex. 

A one-way .analysis of variance yielded an F-score 

of .445 which was not significant. 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

TABLE VI 

DIFFERENCES IN RACIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD 

CHICANOS AS MEASURED BY THE CRAM 

ACCORDING TO SEX 

Number X S 

28 14.5 3.34 

28 15.3 4.23 

F 

.445 

Level of 
Significance 

NS 
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2. There was no significant difference in racial 
I 

attitudes toward Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure according to 

race. 

Application of a one-way analysis of variance to this 

hypothesis yielded an F-score of .236, which was not 

significant. 

Race 

Chicano 

Anglo 

TABLE VII 

DIFFERENCES IN RACIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD 

CHICANOS AS MEASURED BY THE CRAM 

ACCORDING TO RACE 

Number X S F 
Level of 

Significance 

28 

28 

14.35 3.86 

15.57 3.71 

.236 NS 

3. There w:as no significant difference in racial 

attitudes toward Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure according to 

age •.. 
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As Table VIII indicates, no significant difference 

was found to exist for this hypothesis, since an F-score 

of .893 was obtained. 

TABLE VIII 

DIFFERENCES IN RACIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD 

CHICANOS AS MEASURED BY THE CRAM 

ACCORDING TO AGE 

Age 

3 Year Olds 

4 Year Olds 

Number 

30 

26 

x 

14.9 

15.0 

X 

3.81 

3.86 

F 

.893 

- Level of . 
Significance 

NS 

4. There was no significant difference in racial 

attitudes toward Chicanos as measured by the 

Chicano Racial Attitude Measure according to 

the language preferred by Chicanos. 

No significant difference was found to exist in the 

mean scores according to language preferred by Chicanos. 

The one-way analysis of variance produced an F-score of 

.407. 



TABLE IX 

DIFFERENCES IN RACIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD 

CHICANOS AS MEASURED BY THE CRAM 

ACCORDING TO THE LANGUAGE 

BREFERRED BY CHICANOS 
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Language Number X s F 
Level of 

Significance 

English 

Spanish 

13 

15 

13.69 4.21 .407 

14.93 3.57 

NS 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the racial 

perceptions of three- and four-year old Chicano and Anglo 

children as measured by the Chicano Racial Attitude 

Measure. The data was obtained during the months of 

February and March, 1982. 

The sample consisted of 56 preschoolers attending 

five day care centers in Houston. The subjects were 

lower middle class, three- and four-year old Chicano 

and Anglo children. 

The instrument, Chicano Racial Attitude Measure 

(CRAM), consisted of 36 pictures, 24 of which were racial 

attitude pictures, and 12 of which were sex-role pictures. 

A story accompanied each of the 36 pictures. The stories 

that accompanied each of the racial attitude pictures had 

either a positive adjective or a negative adjective. The 

racial attitude (RA) score was determined by giving one 

point for a positive adjective matched with the Anglo 

picture, and one point for the negative adjective matched 

with the picture of a Chicano. A sex role (SR) score was 

also given for each appropriate sex identification of the 

12 sex-role item pictures. 

26 
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A binomial distribution was used to measure how far 

above or below the midpoint of 12 racial attitude (RA) 

scores must be to indicate a significant racial bias. 

Racial attitude (RA) scores indicated that all groups had 

a trend toward pro-Anglo, anti-Chicano bias. Subjects in 

the probable and definite Anglo bias made up 53.6% of the 

sample. 

A percentage and frequency count of sex-role (SR) 

scores indicated subjects understood the nature of the task 

since 76.8% of the sample achieved scores of nine or 

greater. Four-year-olds scored better than three-year-olds, 

as was expected, since sex-role (SR) scores served as an 

index of general conceptual development. 

A percentage distribution was made on the 24 evalua

tive adjectives that accompanied the 24 racial attitude 

stories. The following positive_ adjectives achieved the 

highest total percentage when associated with Anglo 

figures: nice, 71%; smart, 70%; good, 68% and friendly, 

68%. The following negative adjectives achieved the 

highest total percentage when associated with Chicano 

figures: stupid, 73%; mean, 73%; dirty, 71%; ugly, 71%; 

and bad, 70%. 

A one-way analysis of variance was used to determine 

if significant differences existed in racial attitudes 
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toward Chicanos as measured by the Chicano Racial Attitude 

Measure, accordong to each of the following: (1) sex, 

(2) race, (3) age, and (4) language preferred by Chicanos. 

No significant difference was reported for any of the 

variables. 

Dise:::ussion 

The results indicated that a trend toward racial bias 

exists in children as young as three years of age. Both 

Anglo and Chicano children showed a negative bias toward 

the Chicano figure and a positive bias toward the Anglo 

figure. In this study, percentages obtained for the racial 

attitude scores in the probable and definite Anglo bias 

group, 53.6% were not as high as two previous studies done 

using the same instrument, Chicano Racial Attitude Measure. 

Children in the Bernat and Philip studies (1979, 1981) 

achieved scores of 93.0% and 62% for the probable and 

definite Anglo bias groups. This being a result of the 

age differences th.at were tested, seven- and eight- year-

olds as compared to three- and four-year-olds in this 

study. These results suggested that pro-Anglo, anti-

ehican0 biases -increase with age. 

This being the case, preventive education programs 

in the early years of life are nece-sary so that minori

ties develop a better self-concept and racial pride. 
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Studies on preventive education programs indicated that 

these programs have led to more positive acceptance of 

minority groups by themselves and by others. 

Reco:rmnenda tions 

The researcher recommends that this study be 

replicated with the following variations: 

1. Future testing done with three-year-olds u~ing 

the Chicano Racial Attitude Measure should be 

divided into two testing sessions, since the 

researcher found this test to be rather long for 

the attention span of a three-year-old. 

2. A different instrument for investigating racial 

attitudes, such as choice of dolls of varied 

skin and hair colors should be used along with 

the Chicano Racial Attitude Measure in order 

that these instruments be compared. 

3. Use a la:cger sample that would include three-, 

, four-, five-, six-, and seven -year-olds in order 

taat developing racial attitudes be clearly 

assessed. 

4. Use a privat~ nursery school with primarily 

Mexican-American chldren in order that racial 
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attitudes of these children be compared with the 

racial attitudes of Mexican-American children 

who have experienced integration to a greater 

ex:tent. 

It is also recommended that further studies be done 

to ascertain the racial attitudes of and.toward Chicanos. 

The limited amount of research done in this area clearly 

reflects this need. 

Follow-up studies are also needed on early preven

tive education for racial biases. These studies should 

not be limited to Chicano or Black children, but should 

include children from all ethnic backgrounds. 
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TEXAS WOMAN'S UN:~ERS!TY 
3ox 23717 TWU Station 

Denton, Tex~s 76204 

HUMAN SU~JECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE 

Name of Investigator: Sandra Medina Center: Denton 

Address: 3707 Turner Date: November 13..._l.981 

Houston, TX 77093 

Dear Sandra Medina, 

Your study entitle:d Racial Attitudes of Anulo ann r;hicann 

Preschoolers 

has bein reviewed by a committee of the Human Subjects Review 
Committee and it appears to meet our requirements in regard 
to protection of the individual's rights. 
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Please be reminded that both the University and the Deparc
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare regulations typically 
require that signatures indicating informed . consent be obtained 
from all human subjects in your studies. These are to be filed 
with the Human Subject's Review Committee. Any exception to this 
requirement is noted below. Furthermore, according to DHEW re
gulations, another review by the Committee is required if your 
project changes. 

Any special provisions pertaining to your study are noted 
below: 

Add to informed cons~nt form: No medical service or com
---pensation is provided to subjects by the University as a 

result of injury from participation in research. 

___ Add to informed consent form: I UNDERSTAND THAT THE RETURN 
OF MY QUESTibNNAIRE CONSTITUTES MY INFORMED CONSENT TO ACT 
AS A SUBJECT IN THIS RESEARCH. 

~he filing of signatures of subjects with the Human Subjects 
---Review Committee is not required. 

___ Other: 

_JL_No special provisions apply. 

cc: Graduate School 
Project Director 
Director of School or 

Chairman of Department 

Sincerely, 

~'-j~ 
Chairman, Human Subjects 

Review Committee 

at Denton 
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April 12 ,· 1982 

Neil R.· Burch, M. O. 
Chairman, Institutional Review Board 
Texas Research Institute of Mental Sciences 
1300 Moursund Avenue 
Houston, TX 77030 

Dear Dr. Burch: 
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·.1 

Your research protocol #81-0086, "Racial Attitudes of Anglo and Chicano 
Prescho~lers," by Sandra Medina has been approved as an expedited 
review 'protocol. A copy of the approved protocol with appropriate 
signatures is being forwarded to Ms. Medina. 

The principal investigator should submit a progress report at least 
every twelve months until the research is completed and her final findings 
to the Chairman of the Central Office Research Review Committee. 

If we Ciln help, please let us know. 

Sinrerely, 

~1-~~~ 
Joseph C. Schoolar, Ph.D., M.D. 
Chainnan, CORRC 

CC: Ms. Sandra Medina 
Melanie Wolf Greenberg, M.P.H. 
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June 1, 1981 

Dear Parents: 

What are the racial attitudes of preschoolers? I 
am conducting a study on the racial attitudes of preschoolers. 
I am a graduate student at Texas Woman's University and 
a child therapist trainee at the Early Childhood Clinic at 
the Texas Research Institute of Uental Science. I am 
interested in understanding the development of racial 
attitudes in children. 

I would like to ask you to participate in this study 
by allowing your child to be tested. These tests will be 
conducted during school hours in the classroom. The test 
consists of 36 pictures of which a short story will accom
pany each picture. The child is asked to point to the 
picture he or she thinks the story belongs to. 

Your child's answer are anonymous and confidential, 
since their names are not on the answer sheets. A consent 
form is included which will allow your child to participate 
in this study. Please sign the consent form and return it 
to your child's teacher. 

I appreciate your participation in this study. Your 
cooperation will help us understand the nature and 
development of racial attitudes in children. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sandra Medina 

~ k 4Y. Dr. Hae F. Mc~Af lan / 
Director of Early Childhood 
Therapy Clinic 
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CHICANO RACIAL ATTITUDE MEASURE 

1. SR - Anglo girl - Anglo boy sitting 

Here are two children. One of these children has four 
dolls with which they like to have tea parties. Which 
child likes to play with dolls? 

2. RA - Chicano little boy - Anglo little boy - walking 
Here ~re two little boys. One of them is a kind little 
boy. Once he saw a kitten fall into a lake and he 
picked up the kitten to save it from drowning. Which 
is the kind little boy? 

3. RA - Anglo little girl - Chicano little girl - standing 

Here are two little girls. One of them is an ugly 
little girl. People do not like to look at her. Which 
is the ugly little girl? 

4. SR - Chicano teenage boy - Anglo teenage girl - sitting 

Here are two children. They are thinking about what 
they want to be when they grow up. One of them wants 
to be a policeman. Which one wants to be a policeman? 

5. RA - Anglo teenage boy - Chicano teenage boy - standing 

Here are two boys. One of them is a friendly boy. He 
has a lot of friends. Which one is the friendly boy? 

6. RA - Chicano teenage girl - Anglo teenage girl - walking 

Here are two girls. When a lady asked one of them where 
she lived, the girl gave the wrong answer. Which is the 
wrong girl? 

7. SR - Anglo man - Anglo woman - walking 

Here are two people. · After supper one of these people 
clears the table and washes all the dishes. Which 
person washes the dishes? 

8. RA - Anglo woman - Chicano woman - sitting 

Here are two women. One of them is a nice woman. She 
does nice things for her husband and children. Which is 
the nice woman? 
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9. RA - Chicano man - Anglo man - standing 

Here are two men. One of them is a bad man. He took 
money out of his children's piggy bank and never put it 
back. Which is the bad man? 

10. SR - Chicano teenage girl - Chicano teenage boy - standing 

Here are two young people. 
gas station after school. 
station? 

One of them works at a 
Which one works at a gas 

11. RA - Chicano man - Anglo man - standing 

Here are two men. One of them is a healthy man. He 
never has a cold or a high temperature. Which is the 
healthy man? 

12. RA - Anglo woman - Chicano woman - sitting 

Here are two women. One of them is a sad woman. She 
has been left alone with no one to talk to. Which is 
the sad woman? 

13. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - standing 

Here are two people. One of these people has baked 
two delicious apple pies. Which person baked the pies? 

14. RA - Anglo little boy - Chicano little boy - standing 

Here are two little boys. One of them is a clean little 
boy. Whenever he washes his face he also washes behind 
his ears. Whic is the clean little boy? 

15. RA - Chicano teenage girl - Anglo teenage girl - sitting 

Here are two girls. One of them is a stupid girl. She 
doesn't even know how to spell her name. Which is the 
stupid girl? 

16. SR - Chicano man - Chicano woman - standing 

Here are two people. When the car won't run, one of 
them is always able to fix it. Which person can fix· 
the car? 
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. 17. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - sitting 

Here are two men. One of them is a very selfish man. 
He does not care about anyone except himself. Which 
is the selfish man? 

18. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - walking 

Here are two women. People say that one of them is a 
wonderful woman. She can do almost anything .. Which 
is the wonderful woman? 

Series B 

19. SR - Anglo little girl - Anglo little boy - standing 

Here are two children. One of them wants to grow up 
and be a cowboy. Which child wants to be a cowboy? 

20. RA - Chicano little girl - Anglo little girl - sitting 

Here are two little girls. Everyone says that one of 
them is very pr~tty. Which is the pretty girl? 

21. RA - Anglo little boy - Chicano little boy - sitting 

Here are two little boys. One of them is a very naughty 
little boy. He drew pictures on the walls of his house 
with his crayons and upset his mother. Which is the 
naughty little boy? 

22. SR - Chicano little boy - Chicano little girl - standing 

Here are two children. One of them likes to dress up 
in their mother's clothes and pretend that they are 
grown up. Which child likes to d:hess up in their mother's 
clothes. 

23. RA - Anglo teenage girl - Chicano teenage girl - standing 

Here are two girls. One of them is a happy girl. She 
smiles · almost all of the time. Which one is the happy 
girl? 

24. RA - Chicano teenage boy - Anglo teenage boy - sitting 

Here are two boys. One of them is a cruel boy. When 
he comes home from school and his dog runs to meet him, 
he kidks his dog. Which one is the cruel boy? 
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25. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - sitting 

Here are two people. One of them likes to go shopping. 
When they go shopping they like to buy new dresses. 
Which person likes to buy new dresses? 

26. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - walking 

Here are two men. One of them is a mean man. He 
throws rocks at dogs and cats when they come into his 
yard. Which is the mean man? 

27. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

Here are two women. One of them is a good woman. She 
does things for her neighbors and her children. Which 
is the good woman? 

28. SR - Chicano man - Chicano woman - sitting 

Here are two people. 
animals to live in. 

One of them built a barn for their 
Which person built the barn? 

29. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

Here are two women. One of them is a helpful woman. 
Whenever someone is sick she goes to help them. Which 
is the helpful woman? 

30. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - sitting 

Here are two men. One of them is an unfriendly man. 
He will not speak to any of the children playing in 
his neighborhood. Which is the unfriendly man? 

31. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - standing 

Here are two young people. One of them likes to play 
football every afternoon after school. Which one likes 
football? 

32. RA - Anglo teenage boy - Chicano teenage boy - walking 

Here are two boys. One of them is a smart boy. When 
the T.V. set breaks, he can fix it all by himself. 
Which is the smart boy? 
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33. RA - Chicano little girl - Anglo little girl - walking 

Here are two little girls. One of them is a dirty 
little girl. People say she does not take a bath 
very often. Which is the dirty little girl? 

34. SR - Chicano teenage boy - Chicano teenage girl - walking 

Here are two young people. One of them likes to wear 
lipstick. Which one likes to wear lipstick? 

35. RA - Anglo man - Anglo man - walking 

Here are two men. One of these men is right. When 
someone asks him a question, he always knows the right 
answer. Which man is right? 

36. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

KEY: 

Here are two women. One of them is a sick woman. She 
has to stay in the house most of the time. Which is 
the sick woman? 

RA= Racial Attitude 

SR= Sex Role 
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THE CHICANO RACIAL ATTITUDE MEASURE 

l. SR - Anglo girl - Anglo boy sitting 

Aqui hay dos nifios. Uno de estos nifios tiene cuatro 
mufiecas con las cuales les gusta tener juegos de te. 
• I • ,.,,,. 4Cual le gusta JUgar con munecas? 

2. RA - Chicano little boy - Anglo little boy - walking 

Aqui hay dos nifios. Upo de ellos,~ es un nifio 
carifioso. Una vez vio que se cayo un gatito al Iago, 
lo recogi6 y salvd al gatito de ahogarse. lCu~l 
es el nino carinoso? 

3. RA - Anglo little girl - Chicano little girl -
standing 

Aqui hay dos ninas. Una de ellas, es una nina fea. 
La gente no le gusta verla. J cuAl es la nifia fea? 

4. SR - Chicano teenage boy - Anglo teenage girl sitting 

Aqui hay dos nines. 
cuando sean grandes. 
qui ere ser polici'a? 

Estan pensando que quieren ser 
Uno quiere ser policfa. t Cual 

5. RA - Anglo teenage boy - .Chicano teenage boy -
standing 

Aqui hay dos nines. Uno de ellos es un nino 
amistoso. El tiene muches amigos. Jcual es el nino 
amistoso? 

6. RA - Chicano teenage girl - Anglo teenage girl -
walking 

Aqui hay dos muchachas? Cuando una mujer le pregunto 
a una de ellas donde vivia, la muchacha contesto mal. 
J Cual es la muchacha que esta mal? 

7. SR - Anglo man - Anglo woman walking 
I 

Aqui hay dos personas. Despues de cenar una de 
estas personqs limpia la mesa y lava todo los 
platos. Jcual persona lava los plates? 



8. RA - Anglo woman - Chicano woman - sitting 

Aqui hay dos mujeras. Una de ellas es una mujer 
amable. Ella hace cosas buenas para su esposo y 
ninos. Jcual es la ~ujer amable? 

9. RA - Chicano man - Anglo man - standing 

Aqui hay dos hombres. Uno de ellos es un ~ombre 
, despreciable. El saco dinero de la ·alcancia de uno 

de sus niiios y nunca lo regreso. ~ Cua1 es el hombre 
despreciable? 

10. SR - Chicano teenage girl - Chicano teenage boy -
standing 

Aqui hay dos personas jovenes. Una de ellas 
trabajaen una gasolinera despu~s de la escuela. 
iCuil trabaja en una gasolinera? 

11. RA - Chicano· man - Anglo man - standing 

Aqui hay dos hombres. Uno de ellos es un hombre 
saludable. Nunca se resfria or tiene calentura. 
~ Cual es el hombre saludable? 

12. RA - Anglo woman - Chicano woman - sitting 

Aqui hay dos mujeras. Una de ellas es una mujer 
triste. Se qa quedado sola con nadie con quien 
hablar. ~ Cual es la mujer triste? 

13. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - standing 

Aqui hay dos personas. Una de estas personas ha 
cocinado dos deliciosos pasteles de manzanas. i Cual 
perso~a cocino las pasteles? 

14. RA - Anglo little boy - Chicano little boy~ standing 

Aqui hay dos ninos. Uno de estos ninos es un nine 
limpio. Cuando se lava la cara tambien se lava 
detras de las orejas. ~ Cu~l es el nino limpio? 



15. RA - Chicano teenage girl - Anglo teenage girl -
sitting 
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Aqui hay dos muchachas. Una de ellas es unq. muchacha 
tonta. No sabe ni escribir su nombre. d Cual es la 
muchacha tonta? 

16. SR - Chicano man - Chicano woman - standing 

Aqui hay dos personas. Cuando el carr~ no ,trabaja, 
una de ellas siempre sabe arreglarlo. i Cual persona 
puede arreglar el carro? 

17. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - sitting 

Aqui hay dos hombres. Uno de ellos es un hombre 
envidioso. No le importa nadie no mas el mismo. 
~ Cual es el hombre envidioso? 

18. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - walking 

Aqui hay dos mujeres. La gente dice que una de 
ellas es una mujer maravillosa. Ella puede hacer 
casi cual quier cosa. Jcu~l es la mujer maravillosa? 

Series B 

19. SR - Anglo little girl - Anglo little boy - standing 

Aqui hay dos ninos. Uno de estos quiere ser vaquero 
cuando crezca. ~Cual quiere ser vaquero? 

20. RA - Chicano little girl - Anglo little girl 
sitting 

Aqui hay dos ninas. Todos dicen que una de ellas 
es muy bani ta. c Cual es la nifia bani ta? 

21. RA - Anglo little boy - Chicano little boy -sitting 

Aqui hay dos ninos. Uno de ellos es un nino 
travieso. El dibujo e9 las paredes de su casa, y. 
se enojo SU mama'. ~ Cual es el nino travieso? 



22. SR - Chicano little boy - Chicano little girl -
standing 
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Aqui hay dos ninos. Uno de ellos le gusta vestirse 
~n ~a ropa de SU mal?a y imaginarse que ya es ~rande. 
~cual le gusta vestirse con la ropa de su mama? 

23. RA - Anglo teenage girl - Chicano teenage girl -
standing 

Aqui· hay dos muchachas. Una de ellas es una mucha-. ., 
cha feliz. Ella sonrie casi todo el tiempo. ~Cual 
es la muchacha feliz? 

24 • . RA - Chicano teenage boy - Anglo teenage boy -
sitting 

Aqui hay dos muchachos. Uno de ellos es un mucha
cho cruel. Cuando el regresa de la escuela y su 

• I perro corre a verlo, el le da patadas. ~Cual es el 
muchacho cruel? 

25. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - sitting 

Aqui hay dos personas. Una de ellas le gusta ir 
de compras. Cuando van de compras le gusta comprar 
vestidos nuevos. JCuAl persona le gusta comprar 
vestidos nuevos? 

26. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - walking 

Aqui hay dos hombres. Uno de ellos es un hombre malo. 
El le tira piedras a los perros y gatos cuando estan 
en su patio. e Cucfl es el hombre malo? 

27. RA - · Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

Aqui hay dos mujeres. Una de ellas es una mujer 
bue~a. Ella hace cosas para sus vecinos y hijos. 
~ Cual es la mujer buena? 

28. SR - Chicano man - Chicano woman - sitting 

Aqui hay dos personas. Una de ellas hizo un, 
establo para que vivieran los animales. · Jcual 
persona hizo el establo? 
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29. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

Aqui hay dos mujeres. Una de ella es muy servicial. 
Cuando alquien esta enfermo ella va y les ayuda. 
~Cu~l es la mujer servicial? 

30. RA - Anglo man - Chicano man - sitting 

Aqui hay dos hornb,res. Uno de ellos es un hombre 
poco amistoso. El no le habla a ninguno de las ~ • I ninos en su vicindad. ~Cual es el hombre poco 
amistoso? 

31. SR - Anglo woman - Anglo man - standing 

Aqui hay dos P.ersonas jovenes. Una de ellas le 
gusta jugar futbol cada tarde despues de la escuela. 
~Cual es la persona que le gusta jugar futbol? 

32. RA - Anglo teenage boy - Chicano teenage boy -
walking 

Aqui hay dos muchachos. Uno de ellos es un mucha
cho inteligente. Cuando no funciona la television, 
el la puede arreglar solito. ;cu~l es el muchacho 
inteligente? 

33. RA - Chicano little girl - Anglo little girl -
walking 

Aqui hay dos nifias. Una de ellas es una nina sucia. 
La gente dice que no le gusta banarse muy seguido. 
~ Cual es la nina sucia? 

34. SR - Chicano teenage boy - Chicano teenage girl -
walking 

Aqui hay dos personas jovenes. Una de ellas le 
I • • • / gusta ponerse lapiz para los labios. ~Cual le gusta 

onerse lapiz para los labios? 

35. RA - ~glo man - Anglo man - walking 

Aqui hay dos hombres. Uno de ellos siempre esta 
bien. Cuando alquien le hac~ u9a pregunta, el 
siempre sabe la respuesta. ~ Cual es el hombre que 
esta bien? 



36. RA - Chicano woman - Anglo woman - standing 

KEY: 

Aqui hay dos rnujeres. Una de ellas es una mujer 
enferrna. Se tiene que quedar en la casa la 
rnajoria del tiempo. ~Cual es la mujer que esta 
enferma? 

SR= Sex Role 

RA= Racial Attitude 
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CHICANO RACIAL ATTITUDE MEASURE 

Record and Scoring Sheet 

NAME 

SCHOOL DATE TESTED 

RACE (Code): A or C 

BIRTHDATE · EXAMINER: 

SEX (Code): M or F 

Circle Lor R for "left" or "right" figure indicated 

aERIES A SERIES B 
A. · Notes: 

1. R L 19. R L 
( 1) Responses are recorded 

*···2. R L from §_s point of view, *20. R L 
i.e., E circles Lor R 

* 3. R L according to S's choice *21. R L 
from ~'s viewpoint. 

4. R L 22. R L 
(2) The 24 Racial Attitude 

* 5. R L items are indicated *23. R L 
with an asterisk; 

* 6. R L underlined responses *24. R L 
are pro-Anglo and anti-

7. R L Chicano. 25. R L 

* 8. R L (3) The 12 Sex-Role items *26. R L 
are those with no aste~ • 

* 9. R L risk; underlined res- *27. R L 
ponses are sex-appro-

10. R L priate responses. 28. R L 

*11. R L B. Scoring *29. R L 

*12. R L ( l.-) RA Score = *30. R L 

13. R L (Consider as asterisked 31. R L 
items, and count number 

*14. R L of underlined letters *32. R L 
which have been circled) 
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*15. R L (2) SR Score= *33. R L 

16. R L (Consider non-asterisked 34. R L 
items, and count number 

*17. R L of underlined letters *35. R L 
which have been circled) 

*18. R L *36. R L 
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